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WHAT IS TRAUMA-
INFORMED WRITING AND

WHY BOTHER
As an author of romance novels that feature
foster-care and adoption themes, I completely
understand the draw of adding traumatic
elements to my fiction writing. Trauma ratchets
up intensity, creates sympathetic characters and
builds conflict throughout a plot. But I also know
that writing trauma just for the sake of my plot is
not enough. As a writer, it’s my duty to consider
my readers as well.

Over seventy percent of adults in America will
have at least one traumatic experience in their
lifetime. That’s a lot of readers with a lot of
experiences. It’s my humble opinion that when
we write trauma, we need to keep those readers
in mind. And that means making sure we write
from an informed perspective.



I borrowed the phrase Trauma-Informed from the
therapeutic, parenting and medical worlds. It’s a
buzzword I learned during our adoption process, and
I have found the principles behind it to be helpful in
not only my personal life, but my writing as well. The
Health Care Toolbox defines Trauma-Informed as
“...the care we provide is informed by a basic
knowledge of how traumatic experiences and
traumatic stress may impact the people we are
serving.”

So with that as our starting point, Trauma-Informed
Writing is utilizing a basic understanding of the
neurological, physical, social, emotional and
communal effects traumatic experiences have on
individuals, witnesses and communities, to create
deeper, more realistic characters and plots in our
fiction.

This Quick Guide is aimed at providing you the tools
you need to understand the basics of trauma as well
as how you can use it effectively and responsibly in
your fiction writing.
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TRIGGER WARNINGS

First, though, I want to make a note on triggers.
If you include a traumatic event in your story
(flashbacks count) and you plan on
publishing it, be a kind author and include
trigger warnings in your synopsis and the
introduction to your book. 

There is nothing worse for a reader than to
stumble, unwarned, across a situation in a book
that is triggering to them. Especially when they
are reading romance, which is escapism at its
very best. 

A Trigger is more than just, “I don’t want to read
that.” To help you understand the gravity of what
a trigger is, I am going to tell you about one of
my triggers:



When I was five-years-old, I wanted two things in
life: to be an author and to be a mom. Those goals
have never changed. In 2015, my husband and I
decided to try and have a baby. Fast-forward three
years and the specialists informed us that we have a
0% chance of conceiving naturally or with IVF.
That’s right, my lifelong goal of becoming a mama is
physically impossible for us. 

By the end of 2019, we had gone through the
process of adopting a toddler from China and arrived
home just four days into January, 2020, as a new
family. We are beyond happy, and I wouldn’t change
a thing about our choice to adopt, but adoption is not
treated the same as pregnancy and that difference
has been very painful and isolating. Even though we
have come a long way in accepting adoption, it is
still very normal for people to think of adoption as
less-than giving birth.

A few months ago, I was reading a novel that didn’t
have any trigger warnings on it. Now, I’m usually
pretty okay with the infertility stuff in romance. I
mean, I can spot an infertility subplot a mile away, so
I usually have time to prepare myself. But I do like a 
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trigger warning so I can decide if I’m in the right
mental state to deal with that plot or not. Well, I
made it almost to the end of the novel when there
was one sentence–y’all, one sentence!–that
destroyed my week.

That’s not an exaggeration. I cried for hours. I began
spiraling into depression, ruminating on how people
have treated us differently since we brought our son
home, how I didn’t get a baby shower or cards or
anything to celebrate the adoption, how I didn’t even
get a farewell party at work. It wrecked me for days. 

And that’s not even a trigger that gives me panic
attacks, y’all. But because of one sentence in this
novel that I was unprepared for, my entire week was
ruined and I will never read that author again. 

As an author, it is, in part, our responsibility to make
sure we don’t do this to our readers. While we can’t
prevent someone from reading a book that may hit
one of their triggers, we can at least warn them that
it might. That’s our part. It’s the reader’s
responsibility to read the trigger warning and decide
if they can read the book or not. And yeah, some of
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them might read it and be triggered anyway, but at
least you did your due diligence.

If you aren’t sure if parts of your book could be
triggering, ask your editor and a friend and your beta
readers. Still in doubt? Remember this: it is always
better to err on the side of caution than to lose
readers because you didn’t include a warning.

One last thing on trigger warnings and then we’ll
move on. I have worked with dozens of authors as a
beta, a crit partner and/or a sounding board, and
regularly participate in author groups on social
media. Many authors debate on including a trigger
warning on their work. Nine times out of ten, the
reason for not wanting to include a trigger warning
sounds like this, “Blah-blah is a crucial element to
the plot and I don’t want to ruin the story/surprise for
my readers!”

Y’all, that is not a good reason to skip a trigger
warning. Readers are intelligent humans and your
plot is not original. Remember the saying, “There’s
nothing new under the sun”? Well it applies to my
books, your books and every book ever written, too. 
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I know, it’s harsh, but it’s the truth. Which means that
the story/surprise you are trying to conceal likely isn’t
a surprise to the reader at all. 

Beyond that, most of your readers are not going to
read the trigger warning. Don’t believe me? When’s
the last time you read the dedication page on a
novel? What about the last time you actually read
the Author’s Note at the end? Doesn’t happen often,
does it? I promise your average reader is going to
skip right past that trigger warning and jump into
your book.

It is the readers who have triggers who are going to
read the warning. And these are the people you
want to “ruin” the surprise for. Because it’s not a
good surprise if it is going to put them into a tailspin.
I’m sure you’ve noticed that people who have
something bad to say are much louder than people
who had a positive experience. Don’t let your fear of
“ruining the surprise/story” become someone’s
reason for leaving you a one-star review. 

Because this is so important to me, I am including a
sample of my Trigger Warning page that I include in 
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any novel I think might have a trigger for someone.
You can get it in the resources at the back of this
book. You have my permission to copy it word-for-
word or use it to help you craft your own Trigger
Warning.



DEFINING TRAUMA

The American Psychological Association defines
trauma as “an emotional response to a terrible
event like an accident, rape or natural disaster.
Immediately after the event, shock and denial
are typical. Longer term reactions include
unpredictable emotions, flashbacks, strained
relationships and even physical symptoms like
headaches or nausea.” Literally any event that a
person perceives as negative has a potential for
creating trauma. 

To simplify the definition, let’s say that trauma is
a deeply disturbing or distressing experience
or injury.

From Harry Potter’s numerous adverse
childhood experiences to the political violence 



and historical trauma that saturate The Hunger
Games series, trauma plays a huge role in all kinds
of fiction. Just throwing a couple dead parents and
neglect into a novel isn’t enough, though. In order to
make the story, and the trauma your characters deal
with, ring true, you need to write in a trauma-
informed way.

To do that, we’re going to look at trauma on three
different levels: Traumatic Events, Immediate
Response, and Long-Term Effects. But first, I want
to share another story with you. My story.

PERSONAL STORY - MY RESPONSE
TO TRAUMA

In 2009 I was studying abroad in Costa Rica. A girl
friend and I were walking through the barrio to
another friend’s house. When we passed the local
bar, I noticed two men pacing us on the opposite
side of the street. It didn’t feel right, so I kept an eye
on them.

When my friend and I hit the corner of the street we
were going to head down, I stopped her and
pretended to tie my shoe. The men crossed in front 
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I of us, headed down the same street our friend lived
on, and hopped the fence to a party that happened
to be going on. I deemed the situation safe, and we
continued to our friend’s house.

We weren’t. We had just reached the gates when
the men approached us from behind. The got our
attention, flashed a gun, and demanded our credit
cards and phones. We gave them our cards,
fortunately not having our phones on us, and they
ran off down the street.

Once the men left, we shook the gates until the
owner of the house let us in. Once inside, we each
reacted to the robbery in different ways. While my
friend was scared, she shook it off pretty quickly and
asked to use Skype to contact her banks. Not me,
though.

I shut down. During the robbery I was calm, planning
what we would do if the men decided they wanted
more than our money. But as soon as we got inside
those gates? My legs stopped working. My entire
body shook like a vibrator set on high. I was
hyperventilating, couldn’t answer questions, and 
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refused to go inside. For some reason, sitting
against the wall in the courtyard felt so much safer
than going inside with the Costa Rican mama who
was screaming at us that the gun was fake.

As for the long-term, well, I’m still affected by this
event. I won’t go into too much detail here, because
the NCBI list I will be sharing covers the variety of
Long-Term effects of trauma. But I thought I would
give you a snapshot of how a traumatic experience
can impact people in the long-term.

I was robbed at gunpoint while studying abroad in
college. By the fall of 2009, I returned to school
unaware that I was suffering any long-term effects
from the incident that summer. Looking back, I can
see how silly it was to think I was fine, but at the time
it just seemed like a new normal. Here is a brief list
of the effects I suffered. Some only lasted a year,
others linger to this day.

Severe agoraphobia
Fear of men
Failed school - In two years I failed 90% of my
courses and dropped out of college.
Disrupted sleep schedule/Insomnia

1.
2.
3.

4.
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5. Obsessive behaviors - triple checking the lock,
making sure my shower curtain was closed at night
but open at day, rewatching the same shows over
and over and over again.
6. Paranoia
7. Regular panic attacks
8. Weight gain
9. Asthma
10. Nightmares and flashbacks about the incident or
the men who robbed me.
11. Drastically Altered Diet - I ate only vegetarian
vegetable soup with a slice of bread and peanut
butter for every meal for months.
12. Menstrual changes.
13. Lost the ability to speak all but basic Spanish. I
had studied the language for over three years at the
time.
14. Started reading the Bible and attending church.
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TRAUMATIC EVENTS

The term, “Traumatic Event” refers to an
incident, ongoing or singular, that causes a
stress reaction. By a stress reaction, I mean that
the incident causes stress chemicals to flood the
brain and temporarily or permanently alter its
function.

People with a high ACE score (Adverse
Childhood Experience, one way to measure
childhood trauma) may live in a state of constant
stress, where their brain is flooded with cortisol
and epinephrine. This means they will be more
likely to respond to a new stressful situation by
“flipping their lid” or bypassing the prefrontal
cortex where logic and reason reign, and
reacting with their hippocampus, or lizard brain. 



This is the area of our brain that helps us remove
our hand from a hot surface before we get too badly
burned, so it has its uses. But it’s not the part of your
brain you want to be using when you are getting
fired or needing to talk to your kid’s teacher about
their poor grades. I’ll talk more about ACE scores
later, because they can be very indicative of lifetime
struggles including likelihood to live in poverty or
have heart disease. Before that, though, let’s look at
what kinds of things can be considered a traumatic
event.

I like the list of 14 types of traumatic events found on
Early Childhood Mental Health Consultation’s
website. While not exhaustive, I have found it to be
one of the better lists because it includes system-
induced, school and political traumas. Here is a
quick glance at the list:

Sexual Abuse or Assault
Physical Abuse or Assault
Emotional Abuse/Psychological Maltreatment
Neglect
Serious Accident or Illness/Medical Procedure
Witness to Domestic Violence
Victim/Witness to Community Violence (gangs,
riots, etc.)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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8. School Violence (bullying, school shootings,
fights)
9. Natural or Manmade Disasters
10. Forced Displacement (Refugees)
11. War/Terrorism/Political Violence
12. Victim/Witness to Extreme
Personal/Interpersonal Violence (suicide, homicide,
etc)
13. Traumatic Grief/Separation
14. System-Induced Trauma (removal from home,
foster placement, sibling separation, divorce)

This list covers a lot of different levels of potentially
traumatic events. Especially ones that we
sometimes forget about. For instance, this
CoronaVirus pandemic is an example of both
Natural Disasters and Forced Displacement in that it
has altered how many of us work, live and play.

But you don’t have to be a victim to be at risk of
experiencing trauma. When a traumatic event
occurs, it impacts three different groups of people:
the person it happens to (victim), the persons
observing it (witnesses), and the locale it occurred in
(communities). Anyone in these groups can 
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experience the effects of trauma from the same
event, but not all will. More than that, even if two
people deal with short-or-long-term effects from the
same trauma, they will likely react to the same
trauma in very different ways.

Which is why trauma is such a difficult thing to pin
down, because one person’s experience does not
necessarily look the same as someone else’s. You
saw this in my story in the previous section, where I
still cope with effects from the robbery, but my friend
had no long-term effects. 

From a writer standpoint, this is good news because
it means you can always make an old familiar plot
feel new simply by adapting the effects of trauma on
your characters and their relationship to the event
(victim, witness, community-member). So let’s move
on to the long-term and short-term effects of trauma
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IMMEDIATE AND LONG-
TERM EFFECTS OF

TRAUMA

Immediate Emotional Reactions / Delayed
Emotional Reactions
Immediate Physical Reactions / Delayed
Physical Reactions
Immediate Cognitive Reactions / Delayed
Cognitive Reactions
Immediate Behavioral Reactions / Delayed
Behavioral Reactions
Immediate Existential Reactions / Delayed
Existential Reactions 

The National Center for Biotechnology
Information has a great list of both immediate
and long-term reactions to traumatic events.
They classify these reactions into five broad
categories, divided into immediate and delayed
reactions: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



One final thing I want to say about the effects of
trauma is that not all of the effects are negative.
Traumatic experiences, just like all life experiences,
help to shape us into the humans we are. Humans
who laugh, cry, make mistakes, love, mourn, and
live full and varied lives. Sometimes a traumatic
event helps us to work to better ourselves, or send
us on a search for spiritual understanding, or maybe
it just reminds us to say, “I love you” to one another.

I think it’s important to remember that trauma can
weaken us in some ways, but it can also give us
great strength. This is why it is often a character’s
fatal flaw that is the source of their greatest
achievements. Like the animated Disney movie,
Hercules, where Meg was not only Herc’s weakness
(the reason he gave up his strength), but also his
reason for living once he dove into the River Stix.

Now that you have a basic understanding of trauma
and its effects, let’s get into the nitty gritty of how to
use this in your writing. To do that, we have to start
at the beginning… or, rather, before the beginning.
That’s right, it’s time to look at how to use traumatic
events and effects in your characters’ backstories.
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CHARACTER BACKSTORY

When your character is triggered, which of the 5-
Fs do they instinctively fall back on? 

Trauma is a great way to give your characters the
wounds that will be healed throughout the plot.
Nothing screams afraid of commitment like having
your first fiance murdered on her way up to the altar,
after all. And there are few ways to disarm a
confident woman as effectively as triggering her with
a situation that reminds her of the last and only time
she felt out of control. You know, when the social
workers placed her and her sister into different
households?

But the thing about using trauma in character
backstories is this: If you are going to include a
traumatic event (or several) in a character’s past,
you must know how that event is affecting your
character months, years and even decades after
that trauma first occurred. Otherwise, you would
be better off not including the event in their
backstory at all. 

Some basics you should know about your character
as you write them:
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What are some odd quirks your character has
picked up because of their trauma? 
How will these affect the plot?How did your
character grow because of their trauma?
How were they held back or stunted
(emotionally, physically, behaviorally, cognitively
or existentially/spiritually)?
How will their traumatic experience, and the
resulting effects, impact your character’s
relationships throughout your story?

Fight, flight, freeze, fidget or faint?

In the Resources part of this document, you can
access a copy of my Trauma-Informed Character
sheet, which will help you keep track of how trauma,
general and specific, impacts your character and
your plot.
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TRAUMATIC EVENTS IN YOUR PLOT

Not all plots need to include traumatic events in
them. Too often we equate trauma with conflict
and/or the climax of a plot, but that simply isn’t true.
Trauma, as we defined it in our first post, is a deeply
disturbing or distressing experience or injury. Which
means a situation usually (but not always) has to be
pretty severe to be a traumatic experience. 

Also, not all conflict is traumatic to all people! In fact,
most conflict isn’t at all traumatic. My husband
and I are in constant conflict over whose job it is to
fold laundry, but neither of us has any trauma related
to this conflict. Although, that could be a new angle
to try and get him to take over the folding… 

Does this mean you shouldn’t include traumatic
events in your plot? No! It just means you should
consider why you are including these events before
you just throw them willy nilly into any old plotline. If
you are only placing a bomb in the office building
because you want to shock your readers or you
have no idea what your plot is and you need a
climax because that is what all story arc sketches tell
you, then don’t put the bomb in the building! 
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Find another way to hit that climactic moment in your
story (in romances the climax is often exactly what
you think it is. Wink, wink, nudge, nudge).

However, if a traumatic event is significant to your
plot, and is there because it belongs and not just
because it wows, then write it. But write it with an
eye to how it will affect all the characters and
settings in your story. The second part of our
definition for trauma, after all, is this: Trauma
impacts three groups of people: the person it
happens to, the persons witnessing it and the
situations and communities it applies to. So make
sure you cover the ramifications of your traumatic
plot points well enough that they feel realistic and
true to your characters and readers.

ACE SCORES

In my blog series on RWSL, I wasn’t able to cover
ACE scores, so I want to touch on them here. An
ACE, or Adverse Childhood Experience, Score is a
very simple way to measure exposure to traumatic
events in a person’s childhood. This is an important
measurement because Childhood Trauma, more
than almost anything else, has been proven to
adversely affect a person’s future.
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Most people will have an ACE score of one or
higher, but the threshold for lifelong effects is pretty
low, at just four ACES. People with an ACE score of
4 or more are more likely to suffer chronic health
problems such as heart disease, cancer and obesity
in adulthood. They are also more likely to cope with
social and emotional problems, such as depression
and suicide, perpetrating or being a victim of
violence, and even poverty and poor job
performance. While this isn’t a perfect test, because
it only looks at ten types of childhood trauma,
doesn’t account for an individual's resiliency, and
originally was used on a primarily white population, it
has been a useful tool in helping investigate how
trauma impacts people in the long-term.

One of the ways this can be helpful for us as writers
is by letting us see how our character’s childhood
experiences may impact their future. It can also give
you a good reason for a character’s flaw or wound.
The test is quick, and the research you can do
based on the results is almost endless, so be aware
that this could quickly become a rabbit hole from
which you won’t escape for days. However, I
wouldn’t be my usual helpful self if I didn’t give you a 
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link so you can take the test for your character. So
here's the link to a version of the test found on NPR.

Below is a representation of something called the
ACE pyramid, which is a pictograph of how Adverse
Childhood Experiences influence a person from
conception to death (bottom to top).

Generational Embodiment / Historical Trauma

Social Conditions / Local Context

Adverse Childhood Experiences

Disrupted Neurodevelopment

Social, Emotional, &
Cognitive Impairment

Adoption of Health
Risk Behavior

Disease,
Disability, & Social

Problems

Early
Death
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FINAL THOUGHTS

I honestly could write about trauma, its effects,
and how to use it as writers for thousands of
pages. As an adoptive parent, I have taken many
classes on the subject of trauma, did my own
research, and have developed a somewhat
unhealthy obsession with dissecting new and old
data on the subject. 

While I hope this little ebook has proved
informative on the subject, I want to remind you
that it is not a definitive source. The only way we,
as authors, will be able to write traumatic events,
and characters who are dealing with the effects
of traumatic events, effectively, is by constantly
learning more about the subject and applying it
to our craft. Just like any other aspect of writing,
this is one of those things that we will forever be 



improving. Which is, honestly, half the fun of writing.
You always know your next book/character/whatever
will be better because you always have room to
learn and grow.To help you with that, I have included
a resources section at the end of this ebook. It
contains a list of websites and books I have found
particularly enlightening, as well as some tools I
have developed for you. It also has my example
Trigger & Sensitivity Warning page and a link to
download the Trauma-Informed Character Sheet.
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RESOURCES

WEBSITES

https://www.healthcaretoolbox.org/blog/20-research/404-
what-does-it-mean-to-be-trauma-informed-and-why-does-it-
matter-for-pediatric-care.html

https://www.apa.org/topics/trauma/

https://www.ecmhc.org/tutorials/trauma/mod1_3.html

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK207191/table/part1_
ch3.t1/

https://romancewriterssupportleague.wordpress.com/2020/11
/13/what-is-trauma-informed-writing/

https://acestoohigh.com/got-your-ace-
score/#:~:text=As%20your%20ACE%20score%20increases,
%3B%20attempted%20suicide%2C%201%2C220%20percen
t.

https://www.npr.org/sections/health-
shots/2015/03/02/387007941/take-the-ace-quiz-and-learn-
what-it-does-and-doesnt-mean



   <<NOVEL NAME>> is, like most of my books,
a <<DESCRIBE YOUR STYLE. EXAMPLE: low-
angst, sweet/sensual book.>> For the most part
it shouldn’t trip any triggers, but there are a few
things I want to warn y’all about. If you don’t want
the spoilers and don’t have triggers, that’s fine.
Skip ahead and dive into <<CHARACTER’S>>
story.
   I’ll get straight to the point. <<NOVEL NAME>>
deals with themes of <<LIST OF POSSIBLE
TRIGGERS>>. <<DESCRIPTION OF HOW
THEY IMPACT STORY. EXAMPLE: None of
these play an active role in the story, as they all
happened before it begins, but they are relevant
to the plot. The domestic violence incident is not 

TRIGGER AND SENSITIVITY WARNING
SAMPLE:

Download a copy here.
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brought up until Chapter 18. The rest is brought up
early on but discussed in less depth.>>
   Only you can decide whether this book will be
triggering for you. But if you are worried it will be,
please don’t cause yourself distress by reading this
book anyway. I love my readers and want you to
always enjoy my books, so if these triggers aren’t for
you, skip <<NOVEL NAME>> and come back for
<<NOVEL NAME>> or the next <<SERIES 
 NAME>> novel. I won’t take it personally!
   Much love,
   Celia
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Accidental Pregnancy - Traumatic
Grief/Separation
Inter-Class/Uptown Girl/Boy- System-Induced
Trauma, Witness or Victim to Community or
Interpersonal Violence, Witness to Domestic
Violence
Military - War/Violence/Political Trauma,
Traumatic Grief/Separation, Victim/Witness to
Extreme Interpersonal Violence
Protector - Sexual/Physical and/or Emotional
Abuse/Assault, Victim/Witness to Extreme
Interpersonal Violence
Aliens/Sci-Fi - Natural or Manmade Disasters,
Traumatic Grief/Separation, Forced
Displacement, War/Violence/Political Trauma

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

And that is just a small sampling of the possibilities!
Think about your current project–the characters and
the plot you are building–and try to pinpoint some of
the traumatic events that might be at play. You can
separate these into two lists: character backstory
and plot events.

5 COMMON ROMANCE TROPES AND
THE TYPES OF TRAUMATIC EVENTS

THEY MIGHT INCLUDE:
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Download a copy here.

TRAUMA-INFORMED CHARACTER
SHEET

How does your character respond to an
experience they find traumatizing?

In the short-term?
In the long-term?

Which of the 5-Fs do they instinctively fall back
on? (Fight, flight, freeze, fidget or faint?)
How does your character respond as a witness
to a traumatic event?

In the short-term?
In the long-term?

How does your character respond to a
traumatic event in their community?

In the short-term?
In the long-term?

How does their history with trauma impact a
character’s relationships?

Prior to your story?
During your story?

Character Name & basic details:
Response to Trauma (generalized): 
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How did your character grow because of their
trauma?

Prior to your story?
During your story?

What are some odd quirks your character has
picked up because of their trauma?

How will these quirks affect your plot (if at
all)?

How has your character been held back or
stunted (emotionally, physically, behaviorally,
cognitively or existentially/spiritually) due to their
trauma?
Has a traumatic event altered your character’s
appearance in any way? How?
Does your character think their appearance is in
any way responsible for their trauma?
Physical/Personal/Sexual/Ethnicity/Culture/Religi
on/Other details:

Does your character believe any of these
details was, in any way, responsible for their
trauma?
Has a traumatic experience caused the
character to deemphasize or emphasize any
of these details? 
Did your character gain/adopt any of these
details because of/in response to their
traumatic experience?
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Describe each potentially traumatic event in your
character's life in five or fewer sentences (if
some were ongoing, simply list how long they
went on.
Which of these events was traumatic for your
character in a way that impacts your story/plot
and their character arc?
For each of these traumatic events, answer the
following questions 

How has your character’s lifestyle been
altered because of this event?
As a result of this event, what are some
things your character finds triggering?
Which of the 5 Fs do they instinctively fall
back on? (Fight, flight, freeze, fidget or
faint?)
How does the long-term impact this event
has on your character affect your plot?
Is this event tied to your character’s Dark
Moment?
How does this event impact your character’s
relationships in the story?
Does your character overcome any
hangups/hurts from this event through your
story?
Is there any other pertinent information about
this event you need to keep track of?
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